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Message from the Director

Welcome to the 17th Annual Research Half Day at the Parkwood Institute Mental Health Program. This has been an exciting year highlighted by the consolidation of three research groups working in Complex Mood Disorders, Smart Technology and Suicide. Across the Parkwood site researchers have come together to form Parkwood Institute Research to facilitate integration of our administrative functions and collaboration between researchers and groups working at the Parkwood Institute. In the next year we hope to appoint a new Beryl & Richard Ivey Research Chair in Aging, Mental Health, Rehabilitation and Recovery to oversee all research at the Parkwood Institute.

This will be my last communication as the Director of Psychiatric Research as I will shortly be stepping down from the position. I would like to take this opportunity to thank a few individuals who have made a major contribution to the development of our research program in mental health. First and foremost, Joanne Chapman, who had been the administrative assistant for the Research and Education Unit for the last 10 years and retired from St. Josephs’ Health Care in June. Kudos also to Dr. Nicole Marlatt who has worked with our research groups over the last year and who has temporarily taken on some of Joanne Chapman’s roles. Thanks also to Dr. Jim Mendonca for his tireless leadership as the Editor of Research Insights. Finally, thanks to David Hill and the Lawson Health Research Institute for their ongoing, and particularly this year, considerable support to our program.

I trust you will enjoy the day and I wish you all best for the future.

Enjoy the day.

Best regards,

Dr. Richard O’Reilly

Director of Research
Parkwood Institute Mental Health Care and Southwest Centre for Forensic Mental Health Care
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**AB-O1**  How do we know if we have enough psychiatric beds?

*Richard O’Reilly* MB FRCPC, *John E. Gray* PhD, & *Jerry Shum* BMSc (Honours)

**Study Objectives:** Many Canadian cities struggle to meet the demand for inpatient psychiatric care. Few attempts have been made to establish the optimum number of psychiatric beds needed by a mental health service. In this study, we examine the quality of Canadian and international data on bed numbers.

**Method:** We extracted data on psychiatric bed numbers from the World Health Organization and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development databases. We compared Canadian data with those in the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) database. We further verified CIHI data, which is hospital specific, by contacting individual hospitals in two Canadian provinces. To assess the accuracy of low bed numbers in one western jurisdiction, we visited psychiatric services in two Italian regions. Finally, we polled Canadian and international jurisdictions to determine if they had targets for psychiatric beds.

**Results:** Germany, Canada and Italy have respectively 87, 35 and 10 psychiatric beds/100,000 population. Comparison of the CIHI data with those obtained directly from hospitals showed differences of up to 20%. Site visits established that Italy has more than twice its internationally reported numbers of beds. The Canadian Psychiatric Association (CPA) has recommended 50 acute beds and 15 long-stay beds/100,000. Ontario has established a target of 35/100,000, which is significantly lower than the CPA’s.

**Conclusion:** Publically reported data on psychiatric bed numbers is inherently unreliable for Canada and for some international jurisdictions. Few jurisdictions or institutions have identified a target for the number of psychiatric beds.

**AB-O2**  Pilot study of sublimed sulfur targeting hydrogen sulfide (H$_2$S) and beta-galactosidase in hyper-homocysteinemia and Alzheimer’s Disease: opportunities for a novel therapeutic avenue.

*Simon Chiu* MD PhD FRCPC, & *Airudin Sulaiman Khan* MD FRCPC

**Introduction:** Recent evidence suggests that elevated levels of homocysteinemia (eHct) correlate with the severity of cognitive decline and cortical atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Hydrogen Sulfide (H$_2$S) in AD translational model exerts a neuroprotective effect through regulating homocysteine (Hct) signaling in the brain. The neuroprotective action of elemental sulfur in eHct may be related to the conversion to H$_2$S through a transulfuration pathway. Sublimed sulfur, formulated as oral natural health product: SULMEDOL, is approved for treatment of lactose intolerance through the activating effect of sulfur on beta-galactosidase (GALAC). It is fortuitous that aberrant expression of senescence-related GALAC results in an impaired endosomal-lysosomal autophagy system in AD.

**Objective:** We hypothesize that sublimed sulfur, via dual targeting of H$_2$S/eHct and GALAC, may be efficacious in attenuating hyper-homocysteinemia (eHct) and cognitive decline in AD. In our exploratory study, we examined: I) whether SULMEDOL can reverse eHct in cognitively intact patients diagnosed as hyper-homocysteinemia; II) whether in two patients diagnosed with AD, SULMEDOL is safe and efficacious in improving AD symptoms.

**Methods:** In study I, we recruited 46 subjects with a history of various cardio-vascular diseases, who were stratified into three groups: Group I (n=16) with elevated basal fasting homocysteine (fHcy) >9.9 micromol/L; Group 2 (n= 15) with intermediate basal fHcy (7.1 to 9.9 micromol/L); and Group 3 (n=15)
with low basal fHcy (<7.1 micromol/L). The 3 groups received a 30-day oral dosage of SULMEDOL 200 mg daily. The primary outcome measures included fHcy, at baseline, 24-hour and 30-day post-treatment. In study II, two patients diagnosed as AD of moderate severity were treated with oral daily dosage of SULMEDOL 200 mg for 3 months.

**Results:** In Study I: the Group I subjects had fHcy decreased significantly by 36.1%, 24 hours after SULMEDOL treatment ($t_{15, 0.05} = -3.9$, $p = 0.0014$), and by 29.3%, 30 days later ($t_{15, 0.05} = -3.80$, $p = 0.0018$). In Group 2 the fHcy did not change significantly. Group 3 demonstrated a paradoxical albeit non-significant increase in fHcy, without change in erythrocyte folic acid, serum lipids and serum vitamin B12. SULMEDOL was well tolerated in the cohort of eHct patients. In study II, clinical vignette analysis of the two community-dwelling AD patients with a clinically significant cerebro-vascular and cardio-vascular history revealed that 3-month SULMEDOL treatment ameliorated a cluster of AD symptoms: nocturnal wandering, paranoid delusion, behavioral outbursts, disorientation and confusion. The marked change in Clinical Global Improvement score (CGI-I) with no adverse events was confirmed by reliable family caregivers in the community.

**Conclusion:** SULMEDOL in attenuating hyper-homocysteinemia holds promise as a potential therapeutic agent in AD through dual targeting of the H2S-homocysteine inflammation signaling pathway and GALAC autophagy pathway and warrants controlled trials in AD.

**AB-O3 Gold shackles or freedom band: The electronic patient wrist band and its role in patient safety and recovery oriented care**

*Sreelatha Varapravan MD FRCPC, Priya Sharma MD, Priya Subramanian MBBS MRCPsych, Luljeta Pallaveshi RN LLB BA, Amresh Srivastava MD MRCPsych FRCPC, & Robbie Campbell MD FRCPC*

**Background:** Institutional environment and autonomy are important for the recovery of hospitalized individuals with mental illness. With deinstitutionalization, there is an increased momentum to create hospital environments that align with recovery principles. One such environment is the Parkwood Institute, Mental Health Building, which incorporates technological innovations that aim to balance autonomy with risk in the care of those with psychiatric disabilities.

**Purpose:** We explored one technological innovation within this environment, the electronic wrist band for inpatients, to explore stakeholders’ reflections on how this may promote or deter recovery oriented care.

**Methods:** This is a qualitative exploratory study using semi-structured interviews to explore the participants’ views about the electronic wrist band, challenges that can arise in the implementation of this technology, and suggestions for further strategies. Seventy-two participants from the stakeholder groups (patients, relatives and frontline staff) were interviewed in nine focus groups. The semi-structured interview data were coded and thematically analyzed.

**Results:** We present preliminary results from 24 participants that show a mix of both favourable and unfavourable aspects of this technological advancement and its impact on patient safety.

**Conclusions:** The findings can be used to inform policy locally, and assist in the design of future studies about the use of similar technologies in health care. It will also provide compassionate evidence-based care to a disadvantaged population and promote meaningful recovery from the effects of injury, disease and disability.
AB-O4  A study of resilience and psychosocial capital among survivors who lost their relatives in natural disaster of Uttarakhand landslide in northern India: Indo-Canadian Study

Amresh Srivastava MD MRCPsych FRCP, Chetan Lokhand MD, Nilesh Mohite MD, Avinash DeSousa MD, Sushma Sonavane MD, & Nilesh Shah MD

Introduction: Mental disorders are common following a natural disaster. In this study, we examined people who lost their family members in a natural disaster. We believe that survivors who lost their families may have lower resilience and low psychosocial capital than those who did not. The disaster: On June 13, 2013 in Northern India, in the foothills of Mountain Himalaya, there was a landslide due to heavy rainfall which was 375% more than normal benchmark, causing melting of the Chorabari Glacier at the height of 3,800 meters and eruption of the Mandakini River, which displaced 100,000 pilgrims and took 5,000 lives.

Method: We examined resilience, stress and psychosocial factors amongst survivors who lost their relatives, living in local rehabilitation shelters, by sending a research team from the Lokmanya Tilak Municipal General Hospital and Municipal Medical College (LTMG Medical College), Mumbai and collaborating organizations one year after the incident. Consenting survivors who lost their relatives (N=28) and controls subjects who did not (N=30) were assessed after screening (N=100) people living in the rehabilitation shelters, using the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ), Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale, (CD-RISC), Life Event Scale (LEQ) and psychosocial parameters.

Results: Survivors in both the groups were from low socio-economic group and had low resilience, which correlated with low psychopathology. Those who had lost their relatives showed lower resilience, (CD-RISC 20.61 (SD 8.33) vs. 40.57 (SD 13), p=.01); higher levels of stress (GHQ, 27.44 (SD 3.82) vs. 23.36 (SD 5.44), p=.001) and expressed higher need for social support (11 (SD 30.5) vs. 2 (SD 7.1) p=.021) as against commonly expected more financial support.

Conclusion: Survivors of natural disasters who lose their relatives require resilience building measures and more social support, which may prevent mental disorders.

Clinical significance: The findings may be helpful in policy development.

AB-O5  Efficacy of rTMS for TRD at Parkwood Institute: a quality improvement project

Amer Burhan MBChB FRCPC, & Johannes Teselink (student volunteer)

Introduction: Repetitive Trans-Cranial Magnetic Stimulation (rTMS) has evolved as an alternative option for patients with depression resistant to treatment with pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy. This group is referred to as treatment-resistant depression (TRD).

Meta analyses indicate that rTMS is overall efficacious in TRD, but several limitations have been identified including variability in stimulation parameters, duration of rTMS course, and patient population treated. Several rTMS services have developed treatment protocols to optimize treatment outcome and have published their cohort data to inform the field. The Therapeutic Brain Stimulation service at Parkwood Institute is well positioned to address efficacy of rTMS in TRD as it is mandated to assess and treat patients with this designation using the most effective tools available including ECT and rTMS, but also to develop new paradigms to increase efficacy.

Objective: Our main objective was to examine the efficacy of our current evidence-informed model of rTMS and compare it to published efficacy data.
Method: Chart-review of all patients treated at our site from time of inception of the service in January 2016 till present to extract efficacy data including HAMD-17, PHQ9 and GAD7, which are collected per standard protocol at the beginning, end, and on a weekly basis in between.

Results: This is an ongoing quality improvement project. Full description of the cohort treated and outcome data including response and remission rates will be presented. Our data thus far indicate that rTMS can induce remission and response in a significant portion of those treated despite the level of treatment resistance. Significance and implications on the model of care for TRD will be discussed.

Conclusions: rTMS is a viable option for patients with TRD in our naturalistic tertiary care specialized mental health centre. Better profiling of variables contributing to the TRD construct will be pursued via a related naturalistic study.

Poster Presentations

AB-P1 Fall prevention initiative in geriatric psychiatry

Sukhi Brar RN MScN CPMHN(c), Erin Finley MSc(OT) OT Reg ON, & Ed Black PhD CPsych.

Objectives: Dementia is an independent risk factor for falling. Most falls do not result in injury. The fact that patients with dementia fall more often than individuals without neurocognitive impairment leaves them at a higher risk of sustaining injurious falls over time. The focused area of implementation was a behavioural health unit, which has 18 patients with a primary diagnosis of moderate to severe dementia with related responsive behaviours. The objective was to reduce the rate of falls with injury or less by 15% between April and December 2015.

Methods: Several change ideas were introduced on the 18 bed unit which included: Intentional Comfort Rounding, use of falls risk assessment tool (FRAT) on admission, after incident and quarterly; visual identification for patients from low to high risk for falls; development and implementation of Senior Friendly Hospital physical environment audit for mental health and inter-disciplinary post-fall debriefs.

Results/Conclusions: Implementation of Post-Falls Debriefs and monthly reviews of unit/individual data had a positive impact on reducing the rate of falls, as it provided all team members with opportunities to suggest and implement quick win falls reduction strategies. In the start of data collection period in April 2015, there were 7 falls recorded. After implementation of these falls reduction strategies, there were no falls recorded at the end of the data collection period in December 2015.

Checking environmental hazards were associated with the highest means of intervention, with equipment not working as the most reported environmental factor. Of the patients who fell, 72.4% reported being restless and agitated before the fall. The process measures were fully met and the change ideas implemented were successful in reducing falls with injury to zero falls with injury being recorded within the last two months of the data collection period.
AB-P2  Do suicide decedents who leave notes differ from those who do not? A study of suicides in Southwestern Ontario

Rahel Eynan PhD, Ravi Shah MSc MD, Marnin Heisel PhD CPsych, & Paul Links MD FRCPC

Introduction: A suicide note is the last written communication left behind by a person who died by suicide to their loved ones or to their friends. There are contradictory findings reported in the suicide literature on the value of suicide notes as a data source, particularly the extent to which suicide decedents who leave notes differ from those who did not.

Objectives: The aims of this study were to: 1. Investigate the proportion of suicide decedents who left suicide notes; 2. Explore whether there are differences between suicide decedents who left notes and those decedents who did not.

Method: The study retrospectively reviewed coronial files of 476 consecutive deaths by suicide cases from Southwestern Ontario, which occurred between January 2012 and December 2014. Socio-demographic characteristics, history of suicidal behaviour, physical and mental health status, precipitating events, and the means used were garnered from data collected for the Southwestern Ontario Suicide Study (SOSS).

Results: Of the 476 coronial files reviewed, 218 (45.8%) files contained a final communication identified by the coroner as a suicide note. These final communications were left in a variety of formats: 77.1% were handwritten or typed notes, while 22.9% were e-mails, text messages, voice messages, or videos. The analysis indicated that decedents who left notes were significantly more likely not to have a mental illness (p=.034), and were less likely to have a history of self-harm (p=.013), to have been recently discharged from hospital (p=.004), or to have jumped to their death from a high place (p=.001).

Conclusion: The present study identified several differences between suicide decedents who left notes and those who did not. More research should be conducted on larger samples of suicides to confirm that suicide notes are a valid source of information about suicide.

AB-P3  A prospective evaluation of the Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) for adolescents

Sandra Fisman MB BCh FRCPC, Javeed Sukhera MD DABPN FRCPC, Julie Jeanson RN(NCM), Jennifer Wilson RN(CPMHN), Patrizia Travis RN, Shannon Stewart PhD CPsych, Raymond Egan MD FRCPC, David Bogaert RN, Chloe Hamza PhD CPsych, & Brenda Davidson BA (honours)

Introduction: Dialectical Behavioural Therapy (DBT) is a complex treatment that blends cognitive behavioural interventions with Eastern mindfulness practice. Developed originally for adults by Marsha Linehan, it has been adapted for use with youth and families. It is an innovative approach and shares elements from psychodynamic, patient-centered and acceptance-based approaches.

Objectives: The DBT model in adolescents has not been widely studied. This study aims to look closely at the value of DBT for adolescent patient mental health and recovery.

Method: A multi-site study, in collaboration with Children’s Hospital, London Health Sciences Centre and Parkwood Institute Mental Health Care will respectively invite 25 adolescents, 13 to 19 years of age, who are patients starting in the DBT program and one parent/legal guardian for each adolescent. Study testing will be carried out prior to the start of DBT (pre-test), at the end of DBT (post-test), and at the 3-month follow-up after completing the DBT program (follow-up test). Information collected will be from the DBT Assessment Form at pre-testing and at post-testing. Patient’s DBT Weekly Diary Cards will be
collected during the adolescent’s DBT treatment. Further information will be collected from the: Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale, interRAI ChYMHSuicidality; Purposeful Self-Harm Clinical Assessment Profile Items Only, and the Multidimensional Adolescent Functioning Scale. The Brief Impairment Scale will be administered as a telephone interview to the parent/legal guardian at all testing time-points. Each program will be evaluated separately and both programs will be compared.

**Results:** On-going findings will be presented.

**AB-P4**  
Long-term care home environmental enhancements designed to decrease responsive behaviours: not all murals are equally effective

_Iris Gutmanis PhD, Catherine Blake MA, Steven J. Crawford MBA CA, & Lisa Van Bussel MD FRCPC_

**Background:** In November 2014, all long-term care homes (LTCHs) in the South West LHIN were invited to apply for one-time funding (maximum $5,000) for environmental enhancements that would prevent/decrease responsive behaviours.

**Objectives:** To understand the impact of murals and camouflaged exit points on LTCH residents and staff.

**Methods:** Approved enhancements were implemented between January 15 and March 31, 2015. Participating homes were sent an emailed survey in August 2015 asking them to describe the project, to discuss if the project addressed changed resident responsive behaviours, and to share any resident/family member feedback. As this was program evaluation, ethics approval was not sought.

**Results:** Thirteen of the 74 LTCHs that applied for funding (17.6%) used their monies to camouflage exit points or to create interactive murals. Feedback suggests that not all images are appropriate.

“..._[the_] type of camouflage required should not encourage residents to “pick a book from a bookshelf” or “check the time.”_

One home developed a three-dimensional mural where residents could interact with several elements. Through effective communication strategies staff, who were initially perplexed, eventually came to understand the purpose of the mural.

“Make sure that everyone understands the purpose of it and that touching is encouraged. Also, locate it in an area where residents will see it and be inclined to stop and interact with it.”

**Conclusions:** Camouflaged exit points and murals need to fit with the activity level and needs of the residents on that floor. Future research should focus on impacts of environmental enhancements on care pathways.

**AB-P5**  
Meaning-Centered Men’s Groups (MCMG): an upstream intervention designed to enhance psychological resiliency among men making the transition to retirement

_Marnin J. Heisel PhD CPsych & the Meaning-Centered Men’s Group Project Team*_

* The Meaning-Centered Men’s Group Project Team additionally includes:  
  - **Co-Investigators:** Gordon L. Flett PhD, Paul S. Links MD FRCPC, Ross M.G. Norman PhD CPsych, Sisira Sarma PhD, Sharon L. Moore PhD RN RPysch, Norm O’Rourke PhD RPysch, & Rahel Eynan PhD  
  - **Collaborators:** Kim Wilson PhD (University of Guelph), & Paul Fairlie PhD (York University);  
  - **Community Partners:** Third Age
Background: Suicide risk increases in later life, especially among men, necessitating interventions with this at-risk demographic.

Methods: We are recruiting 100-120 cognitively-intact, community-residing men 55 years or older into a study designed to develop and evaluate Meaning-Centered Men’s Groups (MCMG), a 12-week intervention for men transitioning to retirement. MCMG draws on research demonstrating negative associations among Meaning in Life (MIL), depression, and suicide ideation. Sessions focus on building camaraderie over the course of guided discussion regarding finding meaning in work, retirement, leisure, relationships, and generativity. We have now completed two courses of MCMG in London, will soon begin a non-randomized controlled phase of the study, comparing MCMG with a weekly current-events control condition, and begin recruiting participants for a course of MCMG in Calgary.

Results: This presentation will focus on findings of at least our first two initial groups (N=18 men, M=65.1 years, SD=3.4; Range: 59-70), including acceptability and tolerability measures and preliminary pre-post change in psychological risk and resiliency factors. Findings from our initial group demonstrated strong ratings of participant satisfaction (M=47.6/50, SD=1.4), working alliance (M=6.1/7, SD=0.5), and attendance of group sessions. Participants also experienced a significant reduction in suicide ideation and social hopelessness, and significant improvement in psychological well-being and satisfaction with retirement.

Implications: These and other findings will be discussed in the context of a call for community outreach and upstream interventions designed to promote psychological resiliency and well-being and decrease risk for suicide.

AB-P6 Antidepressants and recurrence of depression in the postpartum period

Verinder Sharma MBBS FRCPC, Bin Xie PhD, Dwight Mazmanian PhD CPsych, Carley J. Pope MA, & Christina Sommerdyk, MA

Objective: This purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of antidepressant use on recurrence risk of depression in women with major depressive disorder.

Method: Women between ages 18 and 45 were recruited to participate in a prospective, observational study in a tertiary perinatal care clinic where they were followed from childbirth to up to twelve months postpartum. The participants’ medication use through the postpartum period was recorded and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, Young Mania Rating Scale, and Edinburg Postpartum Depression Scale were completed to assess psychiatric symptoms and recurrence.

Results: The majority of women were treated with an antidepressant alone or in combination with other psychotropic drugs; however, some women remained medication-free in the postpartum period.

Conclusion: The findings indicate that the use of antidepressants does not influence the recurrence rate in the postpartum period.
AB-P7 Treatment-seeking for depression in individuals meeting criteria for mood disorders with suicide ideation

Carley J. Pope MA, Dwight Mazmanian PhD CPsych, & Verinder Sharma MBBS FRCPC

Study Objectives: To assess and compare the rates of suicide ideation and treatment seeking in individuals with Bipolar Disorder (BD) and Major Depressive Disorder (MDD).

Method: Data derived from the 2012 Canadian Community Health Survey was analyzed. We compared rates of suicide ideation (SI) and treatment seeking in individuals meeting criteria for BD and MDD in the last 12 months.

Results: 1,341 (5.7%) met survey criteria for a mood disorder in the past 12 months: 1,112 for MDD, 123 for bipolar I disorder (BDI), and 106 for bipolar II disorder (BDII). Rates of recent SI were found to be 54.7% and 61.4% for MDD and BD, respectively. No significant difference was found for SI when comparing the groups. Of the individuals who endorsed SI, 82.9% and 79.5% of those with MDD and BP reported receiving treatment for depressive symptoms in the corresponding 12-month period. When excluding those meeting criteria for a recent mood episode, lifetime BD was associated with higher rates of SI than lifetime MDD (19% vs. 10.7%). In this group, only 32.7% and 24% of those meeting lifetime criteria for BD and MDD endorsed receiving treatment for depression in the time period corresponding with SI.

Conclusion: While no difference between rates of SI were found when comparing MDD to BD for a recent mood episode, it appears that individuals with BD endorse more SI outside of recent mood episodes compared to MDD. For both groups, treatment seeking was lower when SI was experienced outside of a mood episode.
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Campbell, R., Kaushai, M., Johnston, M., & Srivastava, A. (May, 2016) Behavioral traits of eating disorder amongst psychiatric patients with high BMI. Presented at the American Psychiatric Association, Annual Conference, Atlanta, GA.
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